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Abstract
Today Cloud computing has emerged as a new technology that has 
got huge potentials in enterprises and markets. Clouds can make it 
possible to access applications and associated data from anywhere. 
Companies are able to rent resources from cloud for storage and 
other computational purposes so that their infrastructure cost can be 
reduced significantly. Further they can make use of company-wide 
access to applications, based on pay-as-you-go model. Hence there 
is no need for getting licenses for individual products. However 
one of the major pitfalls in cloud computing is related to optimizing 
the resources being allocated. Because of the uniqueness of the 
model, resource allocation is performed with the objective of 
minimizing the costs associated with it. The other challenges of 
resource allocation are meeting customer demands and application 
requirements. In this paper, one new resource allocation algorithm 
is proposed to satisfy the customers demand.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing emerges as a new computing paradigm which 
aims to provide reliable, customized and QoS (Quality of Service) 
guaranteed computing dynamic environments for end-users [2].
Distributed processing, parallel processing and grid computing 
together emerged as cloud computing. The basic principle of cloud 
computing is that user data is not stored locally but is stored in 
the data center of internet.Cloud computing nowadays becomes 
quite popular among community of cloud users by offering a 
variety of resources. Cloud computing platforms, such as those 
provided by Microsoft, Amazon, Google, IBM, and Hewlett-
Packard, let developers deploy applications across computers 
hosted by a central organization. Developers obtain the advantages 
of a managed computing platform, without having to commit 
resources to design, build and maintain the network. An important 
problem that must be addressed effectively in the cloud is how to 
manage QoS and maintain SLA for cloud users that share cloud 
resources. 
There are numerous advantages of cloud computing, [1] the most 
basic ones being lower costs, re-provisioning of resources and 
remote accessibility. Cloud computing lowers cost by avoiding 
the capital expenditure by the company in renting the physical 
infrastructure from a third party provider. Due to the flexible 
nature of cloud computing, we can quickly access more resources 
from cloud providers when we need to expand our business. The 
remote accessibility enables us to access the cloud services from 
anywhere at any time. To gain the maximum degree of the above 
mentioned benefits, the services offered in terms of resources 
should be allocated optimally to the applications running in the 
cloud. 

II. Types Of Cloud
Cloud computing is typically classified in two ways [2]:

A. Location of the Cloud Computing
Type of services offered

1. Location of the Cloud
Cloud computing is typically classified in the following ways:

(i). Public Cloud
 In Public cloud the computing infrastructure is hosted by the cloud 
vendor at the vendor’s premises. The customer has no visibilityand 
control over where the computing infrastructure is hosted. The 
computing infrastructure is shared between any organizations.

(ii). Private Cloud
The computing infrastructure is dedicated to a particular 
organization and not shared with other organizations. Some 
experts consider that private clouds are not real examples of cloud 
computing. Private clouds are more expensive and more secure 
when compared to public clouds.
Private clouds are of two types: On-premise private clouds and 
externally hosted private clouds. Externally hosted private clouds 
are also exclusively used by one organization, but are hosted by a 
third party specializing in cloud infrastructure. Externally hosted 
private clouds are cheaper than On-premise private clouds.

(iii). Hybrid Cloud
Organizations may host critical applications on private clouds and 
applications with relatively less security concerns on the public 
cloud. The usage of both private and public clouds together is 
called hybrid cloud. A related term is Cloud Bursting. In Cloud 
bursting organization use their own computinginfrastructure for 
normal usage, but access the cloud for high/peak load requirements. 
This ensures that a sudden increase in computing requirement is 
handled gracefully.

(iv). Community Cloud
It involves sharing of computing infrastructure in between 
organizations of the same community. For example all 
Government organizations within the state of California may share 
computinginfrastructure on the cloud to manage data related to 
citizens residing in California.

Fig. 1: Types of Cloud
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B. Classification Based Upon Service Provided
Based upon the services offered, clouds are classified inthe 
following ways[2]:

1. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
Involves offering hardware related services using the principles 
of cloud computing. These could include some kind of storage 
services (database or disk storage) or virtual servers. Leading 
vendors that provide Infrastructure as a service are Amazon EC2, 
Amazon S3, Rackspace Cloud Servers and Flexiscale.

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Involves offering a development platform on the cloud. Platforms 
provided by different vendors are typically not compatible. Typical 
players in PaaS are Google’s Application Engine, Microsofts 
Azure, Salesforce.com’s force.com .

3. Software as a service (SaaS)
Includes a complete software offering on the cloud. Users can 
access a software application hosted by the cloud vendor on pay-
per-use basis. This is a well-established sector. The pioneer in this 
field has been Salesforce.coms offering in the online Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) space. Other examples are 
online email providers like Googlesgmail and Microsoftshotmail, 
Google docs and Microsofts online version of office called BPOS 
(Business Productivity Online Standard Suite).
The above classification is well accepted in the industry.David 
Linthicum describes a more granular classification on the basis 
of service provided. These are listed below:

Storage-as-a-service• 
Database-as-a-service• 
Information-as-a-service• 
Process-as-a-service• 
Application-as-a-service• 
Platform-as-a-service• 
Integration-as-a-service• 
Security-as-a-service• 
Management/Governance-as-a-service• 
Testing-as-a-service• 
Infrastructure-as-a-service• 

Fig. 2: Types of Services

III. Resource Allocation Strategies & Algorithms
In cloud computing, [1] Resource Allocation (RA) is the process of 
assigning available resources to the needed cloud applications over 
the internet. Resource allocation starves services if the allocation is 
not managed precisely. Resource provisioning solves that problem 

by allowing the service providers to manage the resources for 
each individual module.
Resource Allocation Strategy (RAS) is all about integrating cloud 
provider activities for utilizing and allocating scarce resources 
within the limit of cloud environment so as to meet the needs of 
the cloud application. It requires the type and amount of resources 
needed by each application in order to complete a user job. The 
order and time of allocation of resources are also an input for 
an optimal RAS. An optimal RAS should avoid the following 
criteria as follows: 

Resource contention situation arises when two applications • 
try to access the same resource at the same time. 
Scarcity of resources arises when there are limited • 
resources. 
Resource fragmentation situation arises when the resources • 
are isolated. [There will be enough resources but not able to 
allocate to the needed application.] 
Over-provisioning of resources arises when the application • 
gets surplus resources than the demanded one.
Under-provisioning of resources occurs when the application • 
is assigned with fewer numbers of resources than the 
demand.

From the perspective of a cloud provider, predicting thedynamic 
nature of users, [3]user demands, and applicationdemands are 
impractical. For the cloud users, the job shouldbe completed on 
time with minimal cost. Hence due to limitedresources, resource 
heterogeneity, locality restrictions,environmental necessities and 
dynamic nature of resourcedemand, we need an efficient resource 
allocation system thatsuits cloud environments.
Recently many resource allocation schemes have come up in 
the literature of cloud computing as this technology has started 
maturing. Researchers around the world have proposed and / or 
implemented several types of resource allocation. Few of the 
algorithms for resource allocation in cloud computing are covered 
here briefly.

A. Round Robin Algorithm
It is one of the oldest, simplest, fairest and most widely used 
scheduling algorithms, designed especially for time-sharing 
systems. A small unit of time, called time slice or quantum is 
defined. All run able processes are kept in a circular queue. The 
CPU scheduler goes around this queue, allocating the CPU to 
each process for a time interval of one quantum. New processes 
are added to the tail of the queue.
The CPU scheduler picks the first process from the queue, 
sets a timer to interrupt after one quantum, and dispatches the 
process.
If the process is still running at the end of the quantum, the CPU is 
pre-empted and the process is added to the tail of the queue. If the 
process finishes before the end of the quantum, the process itself 
releases the CPU voluntarily. In either case, the CPU scheduler 
assigns the CPU to the next process in the ready queue. Every 
time a process is granted the CPU, a context switch occurs, which 
adds overhead to the process execution time.
The RR scheduling algorithm [4] is given by following steps:-

The scheduler maintains a queue of ready processes and a 1. 
list of blocked and swapped out processes.
The Process Control Block of newly created process is 2. 
added to end of ready queue. The Process Control Block 
of terminating process is removed from the scheduling data 
structures.
The scheduler always selects the Process Control Block from 3. 
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the head of the ready queue. This is a disadvantage since all 
processes are basically given the same priority. Round robin 
also favors the process with short CPU burst and penalizes 
long ones [10].
When a running process finishes its time slice, it is moved 4. 
to end of ready queue. A time slice [11] is an amount of time 
that each process spends on the processor per iteration of 
the Round Robin algorithm. All processes are executed in a 
first come first serve manner but are pre-empted after a time 
slice. The process will either finish in the time slice given 
or the process will be returned to the tail of the ready queue 
and return to the processor at a later time.
The event handler performs the following actions:5. 
When a process makes an input -output request or swapped • 
out, its Process Control Block is removed from ready queue 
to blocked/swapped out list.
When input-output operation awaited by a process finishes or • 
process is swapped in its Process Control Block is removed 
from blocked/swapped list to end of ready queue.

An example of round robin algorithm is given below:
• CPU job burst times & order in queue
– P1: 20 
– P2: 12 
– P3: 8 
– P4: 16 
– P5: 4 
• The Gantt chart, and the average wait time are given as 
below:
– Let time quantum of 4

• Waiting times:
                      P1: 60 - 20 = 40
                      P2: 44 - 12 = 32
                      P3: 32 - 8 = 24
                      P4: 56 - 16 = 40 
                      P5: 20 - 4 = 16 
• Average wait time:  30.4

The execution of round robin algorithm snapshot is given as 
below:

B. SJF Algorithm 
The SJF scheduler is exactly like FCFS except that instead of 
choosing the job at the front of the queue, it will always choose 
the shortest job (i.e. the job that takes the least time) available. 
We will use a sorted list to order the processes from longest to 
shortest. When adding a new process/task, we need to figure out 
the where in the list to insert it.  API will need: 
sorted_listsl
add_task(proc, expected_runtime) { 
sl.insert(proc, proc.runtime);
} 
reschedule() {
return sl.remove_head();
}

For the jobs A, B, C and D,
• CPU job burst times & order in queue
– A: 9
– B: 4
– C: 8 
– D: 5
the SJF Gantt Chart would be:

The different attributes are calculated as below:
Metric SJF 
Utilization 26/(26+3CS) 
Turn around 
time 

(4+9+CS+17+2CS+26+3CS)/4 = 14 ignoring 
CS 

Waiting (0+4+CS+9+2CS+17+3CS)/4 = 7.5 ignoring 
CS 

Throughput 4/(26 + 3CS) 

Response (0+4+CS+9+2CS+17+3CS)/4 = 7.5 ignoring 
CS 

From the metrics, we see that SJF achieves better performance than 
FCFS. However, unlike FCFS, there is the potential for starvation 
in SJF. Starvation occurs when a large process never gets run to 
run because shorter jobs keep entering the queue. 
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The execution of round robin algorithm snapshot is given as 
below:
Utilization 26/(26+9CS) 
Turnaround 
time (23+16+26+21)/4 = 21.5 ignoring CS 

Waiting (15+12+17+16)/4 = 15 ignoring CS 
Throughput 4/(26 + 9CS) 
Response (0+3+6+9)/4 = 4.5 ignoring CS

C. Comparision study of Round Robin Algorithm and 
SJF
SJF needs to know how long a process is going to run (i.e. it needs 
to predict the future). This runtime estimation feature may be 
hard to implement, and thus SJF is not a widely used scheduling 
scheme.
RR is a preemptivescheduler, which is designed especially for 
time-sharing systems. In other words, it does not wait for a process 
to finish or give up control. In RR, each process is given a time 
slot to run. If the process does not finish, it will “get back in 
line” and receive another time slot until it has completed. We will 
implement RR using a FIFO queue where new jobs are inserted 
at the tail end. 
fifo_queueFq
add_task(proc) {
fQ.add_tail(proc) 
}
reschedule(why) {
if (why == timer)
add_task(current); 
set_timer(time quanta); 
return fQ.remove_head; 
}
RR assigns a time quanta (i.e. time slot) to each process waiting 
to be run. For the jobs A, B, C and D in the previous example, 
RR’s Gantt chart would be: 
If time quanta = 3 

If time quanta = 6 

The performance of RR depends on the size of the time quantum, 
and if the time quantum is large, RR will behave jus like the 
FCFS policy. In general, we want the time quantum to be large 
with respect to the context-switch time(cs should be around 10% 
of time quantum).

IV. Proposed Algorithm
Here a modified round robin scheduling algorithm is proposed 
for resource allocation in cloud computing.

A. Methodology
This algorithm begins with the time equals to the time of first 
request, which changes after the end of first request.When a new 
request is added into the ready queue in order to be granted, the 
algorithm calculates the average of sum of the times of requests 
found in the ready queue including the new arrival request.This 
needs two registers: (i)SR: To store the sum of the remaining burst 
time in the ready queue (ii)AR: To store avg. of the burst times 
by dividing the value found in the SR by the count of requests 
found in the ready queue.After execution, if request finishes its 
burst time, then it will be removed from ready queue or else it 
will move to the end of the ready queue.SR will be updated by 
subtracting the time consumed by this request.AR will be updated 
according to the new data.
• The algorithm is as follows:
1. Begin
2. I/P : SR , AR , Pn , BT(P) , TQ , Ready Queue
3. New request P arrives 
P Enters ready queue
Update SR and AR
Request P is loaded from ready queue into 
CPU queue to be executed
While (Ready Queue! = NULL)
 Ready Queue     P
 Update SR&AR
Load P     // For Execution
If (Ready Queue = NULL)
 TQ   =BT (P)
 Update SR &AR
        Else
 TQ = AVG (BT ofall request in Ready Queue)
 Update SR & AR
  // CPU executes P by TQ Time
7. If (P terminated)
 Update SR &AR
        Else
 Return P    // To the Ready Queue with its updated Burst 
Time (BT)
 Update SR & AR
End

V. Conclusion and Future work
Scheduling algorithms should not affect the behaviour of the 
system(same results regardless of schedule) .However, the 
algorithm do impact the system’s efficiency and response time. 
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Time quantum is the bottleneck facing round robin algorithm 
and was more frequently asked question: What is the optimal 
time quantum to be used in round robin algorithm?In light of the 
effectiveness and the efficiency of the Round Robin algorithm, 
this paper provides an answer to this question by using dynamic 
time quantum instead of fixed time quantum.In this paper, we 
have discussed the Modified Round Robin algorithm that could 
be a simple step for a huge aim in obtaining an optimal scheduling 
algorithm. It will need much more efforts and researches to score 
a goal.
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